
Instructions for 'Jingle All the Way Bracelet' Kit
Project KB-GP-003M   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Megan Milliken

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

1 - length of chain 1 - large jump ring

27 - metal beads 1 - small jump ring

14 - bead caps 7 - green bell beads

1 - clasp 7 - red bell beads

27 - head pins

Recommended Tools (not included)
Chain Nose Pliers, Cutters, Round Nose Pliers

Techniques Taught:
How to open a jump ring, How to make a simple wire loop

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/ebk-jingle-all-the-way.html

To begin, determine the desired finished length of your bracelet. Standard bracelet sizes are generally 7 or 8 inches. The clasp will
add a little over 1/2".

1. 

Measure out and cut your desired length of chain. The bracelet pictured used 7" of chain.2. 

Open a small jump ring* and bring it through the hole on the lobster clasp and the last link in your chain. Close the jump ring.3. 

Open a large jump ring and place it on the last link at the free end of the chain. Close the jump ring.4. 

Place a metal bead onto a head pin and create a simple wire loop.* Repeat twelve more times.5. 

Place onto a head pin the following: a metal bead, a red bell bead (with the opening facing down), and a bead cap (with the opening
facing down). Create a simple wire loop. Repeat six more times.

6. 

Place onto a head pin the following: a metal bead, a green bell bead (with the opening facing down), and a bead cap (with the
opening facing down). Create a simple wire loop. Repeat six more times.

7. 

Lay your bracelet out in a straight line and arrange your bead dangles along the chain. Start with a bell dangle and alternate
between bell dangles and metal bead dangles. Also alternate between red and green bells.

8. 

If you're using 7" of chain, the dangles space out very nicely starting and ending on the 2nd chain link and skipping one link
between each dangle. If you're using a different length of chain, you may need to adjust where your dangles start and stop, but
you'll still want to hang them on every other chain link so that they all hang straight.

9. 

Open the loop on your first bell dangle as you would a jump ring and hang it from your starting chain link (the 2nd link for a 7"
chain). Close the loop. Work across the bracelet, hanging your dangles from every other link in the chain, until you've hung all of
the dangles.

10. 

To fasten, place the large jump ring into the lobster clasp.11. 

Enjoy!12. 

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the techniques guide on the reverse of this page. Thank you!






